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The RCA Convention

Over 130 people attended the 2017 RCA Convention, in
Minneapolis “Recovery in the Land of Lakes”, held at
the Crowne Plaza in Bloomington in August.

Conventions help take our recovery to a new level.
They give us a chance to get away and focus on our
Coupleship in new and comfortable places. They
provide us with an opportunity to learn new, or fine
tune existing, recovery tools by attending workshops
presented by couples that have mastered a level of
expertise in an area.

We want to express a deep gratitude to all the people
that volunteered their time and talent. Without their
services the event would not have been possible.

As the contact couple for our Minneapolis group, we
were first called in March of 2016 to ask if our group
would consider hosting the 2017 RCA convention. We
were intimidated by the work and the financial
responsibility, but we visited our local RCA groups in
Minneapolis, Owatonna and St. Paul and were able to
find five couples that agreed to be part of the
convention committee.

With some seed money and direction from the WSO
board, we began our planning. Joe and I spent an
enjoyable day on the motorcycle checking out hotels.
We set up a website and a business entity to accept
payments and pay bills. Fortunately, Regina, irw Kevin,
a member of our group, had expertise in this area and
was extremely helpful.



Later that summer Joe and I attended the
2016 convention in Atlanta. We paid close
attention to the excellent job that Tammy and
Matt and their committee did with the
Atlanta convention. We had prepared flyers
prior to the convention to spread the word
and get people to register for Minneapolis
prior to leaving Atlanta. We were given an
opportunity to introduce the Minneapolis
venue at the conclusion of the Atlanta
convention.

Then we held our breath and waited for the
registrations to come in.

Our three couple speakers were wonderful.
When selecting the speakers, we looked for
couples in different stages of RCA recovery.
Bill and Linda were recommended because
they have been in the program since 2009
and have spoken at other conventions. They
gave a powerful keynote talk at the Saturday
night banquet, sprinkled with liberal doses of
humor.

Dave and Marya had time in their individual
programs but were relatively new to RCA.
They spoke on Sunday morning about their
recovery together and were very inspiring.

Pat C and Pennie were a gift from our Higher
Power. I had reached out to Pat C., one of
the founders of RCA, but did not get a
response so I let it go. Then an email was
forwarded to me saying Pat C. was attending
the convention with his partner Pennie. After
some investigating I was able to confirm that
they were coming and willing to speak. Pat C.
spoke of the beginnings of RCA, and his and
Pennie’s continuing involvement in the
program.

The speakers were recorded and their talks
are available on the RCA website.

There were 13 breakout Topics presented by
couples in Minneapolis: Reconciling, Healthy
Touch, Collaging, Having Fun, Contracts, Third
Step, Couple Needs, Money, Concepts,
Sponsorship, Teamwork, Hearing God’s “No”
and Writing as a Couple.

We are blessed to be in a recovery program
with members that are so willing to share.

Conventions are events where we can meet
new couples that are striving for a common
goal of new intimacy and healthy
relationships. We can also reconnect with
couples we have met at previous
conventions.
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It is an event where we can be face to face
with our sponsors or sponsees or find a
couple who is willing to sponsor. Conventions
are an opportunity to match faces to couple’s
voices that have shared their ESH during an
online meeting.

We were gratified by the positive feedback we
received from those couples in attendance.
After all the phone calls, emails, meetings,
bookwork and countless hours of planning
and coordination, our program is stronger, our
relationship is stronger and we are very
grateful for the RCA fellowship.

Certainly, it takes time and money to attend
the RCA Convention but anyone that has
attended can affirm we leave better then
when we came. We hope to see you in
Sweden.

In Fellowship,

Catherine irw Joe on behalf of the
Minneapolis Convention Committee.

Daily Reader ‘How to’ 
Suggestions

We have all experienced benefits from sharing 
our experience, strength and hope in RCA 
meetings. There is a way to share those 
benefits with RCA members around the 
world.  

We are continuing to compile a daily reader
book, written by RCA couples and we want to
include YOUR experiences.

We want to include as many couples'
experiences as possible because every single
couple is important and has unique insights.
Here are some ideas to spark your writing and
make it easy for you and others to contribute.

During or after your RCA meeting, or at an
RCA pot luck social, or on your own, use 10-
15 minutes to do this exercise. Copy and print
some sheets with this info, give to both
people of the coupleship, start the timer, and
write!

Continued on next page…



Daily Reader ‘How to’ suggestions contd…

Please choose one topic and write for 10 
minutes on:

• how we as a couple have grown since 
coming to RCA

• what benefits we get from coming to RCA 
meetings

• an experience that gave our coupleship 
strength and hope 

• how we use one of our favorite RCA tools

After everyone has written something, you 
can all share what you wrote. Then these can 
be sent to the Literature committee for 
inclusion in the DAILY READER book. 

All writing will be anonymous when 
published, yet these will be personal and true 
stories from which we can all benefit.

Include the following text in your 
submissions…   “I give my permission to use 
these shares anonymously, with possible 
slight editing where appropriate, in the Daily 
Reader book that RCA is creating.”

Signed: 
________________________________ irw

___________________________________

Please email your submission to 
DailyReader@recovering-couples.org

Updates from your RCA Chair

I am very happy to announce that the
Spanish translation of the 4th edition is done
and is available on Amazon for purchase.
Thanks to members of the translation
committee for their efforts. Work is
progressing for the translations into German,
Danish and Norwegian.

The Literature Committee continues to work
hard in collecting articles for the new Daily
Reader. Please share your experience,
strength and hope with your submission to
the Daily Reader (see article above).

We also need articles for Hand in Hand, you
may send these to articles@recovering-
couples.org.
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The other significant accomplishment is the
availability of Glenn and Diane’s book
“Relationship Renewal” for sale on the US
version of Amazon, as well as on our website
for orders in the US.

I am also pleased to announce that,
teleconferencing via the RCA WSO Zoom.us
service is being made available to members of
our fellowship. The WSO is offering the use of
its TWO accounts on a first come, first serve
basis for program related calls. Program
related calls include “Speaker Meetings”,
“Committee Meetings”, “Sponsor Meetings”,
“New Startups” etc. For information and
availability contact wso-zoom@recovering-
couples.org.

One important information I would like
everyone to look at on our website is the list
of retreats. Sandy and I have gotten a lot of
inspiration and recovery by attending retreats
and I would encourage everyone to look into
what would work out for them. I would urge
all the retreat organizers to register their
retreat at retreat-registry@recovering-
couples.org.

I would encourage everyone to be actively 
involved in the smooth functioning of RCA and 
WSO. Please bring any concerns you may have 

so these can be resolved quickly. 

To facilitate this process I have included some
Email addresses on the next page that
members can use.

Sandy and I are looking forward to this year of
service and growth in our coupleship with the
guidance of our higher power.

Robert in loving recovery with Sandy.

mailto:DailyReader@recovering-couples.org
mailto:articles@recovering-couples.org
mailto:wso-zoom@recovering-couples.org
mailto:retreat-registry@recovering-couples.org


This will be our third event and for the first time will run over two days. Every year the Nuns greet
us and wish to highlight to the group that for the preceding week they have been praying for us all
and our event, it is very difficult not to feel spiritually touched and blessed every time this occurs.
We then congregate in one room in a massive circle for couple shares on particular themes.
Breaking out for coffee and lunch which is extended to allow for a walk in the surrounding country.
The next event will be on the weekend of the 10 / 11th of February and will be a perfect pre-
emptor to the conference in Sweden. So if you want to come along and experience some
quintessentially British recovery it does not get much better! Please let us know
mbrittain2011@gmail.com .

Love to you all Mark and Janice
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7thtradition@recovering-couples.org Info On 7th Tradition

articles@recovering-couples.org Hand In Hand Submissions

chair@recovering-couples.org Bot Chair

dailyreader@recovering-couples.org Daily Reader Submissions

executive-committee@recovering-couples.org Email The Executive Committee

info@recovering-couples.org General Info Email

meetings@recovering-couples.org Meeting Info

outreach-committee@recovering-couples.org Group Outreach

phone-meetings@recovering-couples.org Phone Meeting General Info

retreat-registry@recovering-couples.org Retreat/Event Registrations

secretary@recovering-couples.org Bot Secretary

stepstudyfacilitators@recovering-couples.org Monthly Stepstudy Info

technology@recovering-couples.org Technology / Webteam Info

conceptsandtraditions-committee@recovering-couples.org Former Ethics Committee

translations@recovering-couples.org Translations Committee

treasurer@recovering-couples.org Bot Treasurer

vicechair@recovering-couples.org Bot Vicechair

web-team@recovering-couples.org Web-Team Contact

wso-convention-committee@recovering-couples.org Wso Convention Committee

wso-zoom@recovering-couples.org Wso Zoom Reservations

RCA Email Addresses

Next year the annual UK RCA retreat
will be taking place at the Ladywell
Retreat and Spirituality Centre.
Ladywell, where the Retreat and
Spirituality Centre is located, is the
Motherhouse of an International
Catholic Religious Congregation – The
Franciscan Missionaries of the Divine
Motherhood.

UK Retreat 2018

mailto:mbrittain2011@gmail.com
mailto:7thtradition@recovering-couples.org
mailto:articles@recovering-couples.org
mailto:chair@recovering-couples.org
mailto:dailyreader@recovering-couples.org
mailto:executive-committee@recovering-couples.org
mailto:info@recovering-couples.org
mailto:meetings@recovering-couples.org
mailto:outreach-committee@recovering-couples.org
mailto:phone-meetings@recovering-couples.org
mailto:retreat-registry@recovering-couples.org
mailto:secretary@recovering-couples.org
mailto:stepstudyfacilitators@recovering-couples.org
mailto:technology@recovering-couples.org
mailto:conceptsandtraditions-committee@recovering-couples.org
mailto:translations@recovering-couples.org
mailto:treasurer@recovering-couples.org
mailto:vicechair@recovering-couples.org
mailto:web-team@recovering-couples.org
mailto:wso-convention-committee@recovering-couples.org
mailto:wso-zoom@recovering-couples.org


Hand In Hand

We want to make the Hand In Hand a
relevant publication in which we can share
our experience, strength and hope with
the wider RCA community. We are always
looking for RCA couples to help with
writing articles.

Please submit articles to
articles@recovering-couples.org (by
Chirstmas 2017 for the next edition).
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7th Tradition Update

Contributions received July - Sept 2017

Technology and Website 
Committee

Why not offer some of your time? You
do not need to be a rocket scientist! We
need people who know Twitter,
Facebook, and other social media that
can help us get the word out about RCA.

We are also looking for people who are
willing to review the website layout and
content.

Please drop us a line at:
web-team@recovering-couples.org

RCA needs YOU!

Meeting Amount

La Canada special focus $150

Manorville $80

Green Valley $50

Gaithersburg Friday night $100

Walnut Creek Friday night $400

Myrtle Beach $75

GSN62040 $150

Santa Clarita $300

GSN83032 Saturday night $100

Together we can meeting $100

Cleveland West $35

El Segundo $135

Tuscon $175

Prescott Valley $200

Santa Cruz $1,400

Montreal $197

Green Gulch retreat $51

Together in hope meeting $100

Ontario $197

Couples with hope meeting $50

Individual contributions $1,960

Total $6,005

mailto:articles@recovering-couples.org
mailto:web-team@recovering-couples.org
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Reflections
Being Truly Thankful
by Madison Taylor
Our gratitude deepens when we begin to be thankful for being alive during this time and living the life
we are living.

Often when we practice being thankful, we go through the process of counting our blessings, 
acknowledging the wonderful people, things, and places that make up our reality. While it is fine to be 
grateful for the good fortune we have accumulated, true thankfulness stems from a powerful 
comprehension of the gift of simply being alive, and when we feel it, we feel it regardless of our 
circumstances. In this deep state of gratitude, we recognize the purity of the experience of being, in 
and of itself, and our thankfulness is part and parcel of our awareness that we are one with this great 
mystery that is life.

It is difficult for most of us to access this level of consciousness as we are very caught up in the ups 
and downs of our individual experiences in the world. The thing to remember about the world, 
though, is that it ebbs and flows, expands and contracts, gives and takes, and is by its very nature 
somewhat unreliable. If we only feel gratitude when it serves our desires, this is not true thankfulness. 
No one is exempt from the twists and turns of fate, which may, at any time, take the possessions, 
situations, and people we love away from us. Ironically, it is sometimes this kind of loss that awakens 
us to a thankfulness that goes deeper than just being grateful when things go our way. Illness and 
near-miss accidents can also serve as wake-up calls to the deeper realization that we are truly lucky to 
be alive.

We do not have to wait to be shaken to experience this state of being truly thankful for our lives. 
Tuning in to our breath and making an effort to be fully present for a set period of time each day can 
do wonders for our ability to connect with true gratitude. We can also awaken ourselves with the 
intention to be more aware of the unconditional generosity of the life force that flows through us 
regardless of our circumstances.

Friends, they are different and yet the same. Hand in hand, we walk a long way with friends, they

are different and yet the same. They are with you when you need someone to listen to you, to fall back
on, to guide you and give you an unbiased opinion. Friends are God's way of letting you know that
His love is all around us and is not limited to family or a special person. Anon

Loving in the Tough Times                                                          Gini of Day Spring 9/6/17

It’s hard, but we must remember not only to accept love during the tough times, but to also give
love. Again, it’s hard, but sometimes all it takes is getting out of bed and asking for a group
hug. Because, you see, we, RCA members, are called to encourage one another, to lift each other up
and to trust that HP, God, is in control of every situation. So, take a deep breath and ask God to fill
your heart with Love as you face the difficult days ahead, remember to accept Love and
Encouragement from your friends and family, and don’t forget to Love them in return

http://www.jpada.com/cgi-bin/click.pl?cid=nl010841201702&lid=107821&uid=196054222
http://www.jpada.com/cgi-bin/click.pl?cid=nl010841201702&lid=107822&uid=196054222
http://www.jpada.com/cgi-bin/click.pl?cid=nl010841201702&lid=107823&uid=196054222


Service

We readily extend help to other couples, knowing 
that assistance to others add to the quality of our 
own relationship recovery.  We seek out and accept 
joint service positions in RCA.  We find that doing 
service together builds our sense of joint 
participation in our relationship and its recovery.  
We get this program when we give it away.  Step 
twelve is about carrying the message and the 
message we carry is a liberating one meant for a 
lifetime.  The spiritual experiences that result affect 
all of our relationships and, if we have children, we 
will be breaking the chains of addiction that have 
bound our families for generations.

Giving service in RCA has been a gradual process in our coupleship.  Initially, we turned up to 
meetings, helped lay out chairs and washed cups as well as getting a sponsor couple and beginning 
to work the Steps.

A couple of others shared that the example of our willingness had encouraged them out of 
procrastination, so we had shared the gifts of surrender that we had received.

As time went on, we took on a small administrative responsibility for the group that didn’t require 
us to make the meeting every week or have a lot of recovery.  We found that collaborating on this 
gave us opportunity to work together on an admin task – a type of task which we usually did in 
isolation.  We conflicted over this a little but gradually improved in our ability to work on it together.
We attended a couple of retreats and social events, showing up even when sometimes we were 
tired or fighting and would have preferred to isolate.  We gained encouragement in our coupleship 
and parenting, as well as some lovely times of reflection and inspiration.  At one session we did a 
Chair and received lots of identification and encouragement in response.

After a couple of years in RCA, we felt that we had enough experience, strength and hope that we 
might be useful as sponsors.  But at the same time, the request went out for a couple to take on the 
collation of Hand In Hand.  We talked it over and felt that this more flexible commitment was most 
loving for our coupleship at that point.  This was a form of amends for our previous pattern of over-
commitment leaving no time for self-care or nurturing the coupleship.  

I hope that one day we will be able to sponsor and share in the journeys of other couples, but only 
once this is possible as ‘giving from our overflow’.  

Toni IRW Andy

Series on Tools of Recovery
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